Eye-catching displays

create the perfect display for
Wall mounted...

Signage suspended from the ceiling...
Floor-to-ceiling creativity...

Versatile cable and rod systems
that allow you to create exactly
the display you want.

you...
Freestanding displays

Add low voltage lighting

Add movement...
and watch your sales increase

Create a display!
6 Easy Steps To Create
Your Perfect Display
1. Decide if you want your display fitted ceiling to
floor or wall mounted.
2. Decide if you want to display posters or shelving.
3. Select size of display A4 - A1 width and then
check available space.
4. Add any extra pockets, leaflet dispensers or
shelves.
5. Increase the impact of the display - add lighting.

Easy to use poster and shelving kits
are ideal for use in all types of retail
outlets, offices, museums and
exhibition stands.

Your kit is complete
Kits available to take sizes from
A4 to A1
All sizes in mm, width x depth

A4
210 x 297

A3
297 x 420

A2
420 x 594

A1
594 x 840

Quality you can trust to enhance the
appearance of your premises

244

331

454

628

Cable centres
This refers to the distance in mm between cables
when installed.

Easy to order kits
Units are supplied complete with
1.5mm cables, supports, acrylic pockets,
toughened glass shelves.
Ask about installation service...

Sign
systems
All you need to create
high impact signs

• Wall mounted
supports
• Suspended signs
• Directional signs
• Banner displays
• Hook-on
presentations
• Projecting signs
• Acrylic panels and
poster holders
• Show off your
signs with elegant
illumination
• Instant solutions
for exhibition
signage

Ensure your
products are
displayed in the
best possible
way and they will
sell themselves!
Choose from a
wide range of
dynamic shelving
and display
options to
maximise your
sales.

Product
display

Acrylic cubes and boxes,
with or without lids - a
dynamic way to display
products.

Flat shelves,
sloping shelves,
narrow shelves
under posters,
framed displays.
Any way you want
to display your
products, we can
help.

Acrylic display cubes
Standard cube kits
Acrylic cubes suspended from the cables create powerful semi-secure
presentations. The low-voltage lighting greatly increases the impact of
the display and will help to increase sales.
Dimensions: 300 h x 300 w x 250 d (150mm cable centres)
Cubes are in 3mm thick acrylic, with option of 2mm thick ‘U’ shaped
back pocket for graphics. Clear front and satin side and top. Removable
lid with hole for lighting.
Included in standard cube kits
3x
Display Cubes
4x
CA4 1.5mm dia. Cables
24 x
CS13/C Panel Support to take 3mm material
3x
LM64C Straight light mini-lamp head for 348mm
diagonal centres supplied with 20 watt - 35mm dia. lamps
1x
LT60-12 Transformer
2x
CS08 Power Connectors
4x
PC01/1 Top Isolators
4x
SP/IS Bottom Isolators
Item Code:

Description:

KC33/S
KC33-P/S

Satin acrylic without pocket
Satin acrylic with pocket

KC33/S

Low voltage straight lights (20
watt max) are supplied with all
our cube kits. Position them
diagonally between cables
Cubes can be placed side by side
sharing a pair of cables. Only use
3 lights per pair of diagonal
cables

Cubes can be suspended on cables or rods. Ask about customised cube displays, including security features,
integrated graphics and lighting

Shelving for use with cable/rod systems
Drilled and slotted shelves - use with 1.5mm cables
- 6mm toughened safety glass

330mm depth
Item Code:

Shelf Size (mm):

391330
514330
688330

391w x 330d
514w x 330d
688w x 330d

Cable centre (mm):

For A3 cable centres 331w x 300d
For A2 cable centres 454w x 300d
For A1 cable centres 628w x 300d

180mm depth
Item Code:

Shelf Size (mm):

688180

688w x 180d

Cable centre (mm):

For A1 cable centres 628w x 150d

Time saving tip
Use drilled and slotted shelves
with CS01 (p18) – shelves can be
removed for cleaning without
using any tools

Plain shelves - use with cable or rod systems

- 6mm toughened safety glass
- for shelf supports see p18, 21, 32, 35

330mm depth
Item Code:

Shelf Size (mm):

618330

618w x 330d

Cable centre (mm):

For A1 cable centres 628w x 300d

Special shapes & sizes available on request

KS2A1

Available in glass and acrylic

Flat shelf with lip

KWS2A1

For use on wall-mounted rods
Use as a group to make a feature
or use under an A2 pocket to
create a powerful wall display
with graphics and product.
- 2mm thick acrylic
- shelf is 448mm wide x 120mm
deep with a 10mm lip and a
100mm drop back

Item Code:

Size:

HA2-93
HA2-103

A2 For use with RS03
A2 For use with WM11

- fixing details see p39

PAPER SIZE CHECK: A5 =148 x 210mm A4 = 210 x 297mm A3 =297x 420mm A2 = 420 x 594mm A1 = 594 x 841mm A0 = 841 x 1188mm

Accessories can
make an enormous
difference to the
power of your
presentation.
Create highly
attractive hardworking projects

Graphic
display
Your choice of
finishes & material
More than just clear acrylic...
be adventurous and turn a
simple design into something
spectacular...

Imagery...
Screen printing
Create high quality text and logo
images.
Vinyl lettering
An inexpensive option, ideal for
simple lettering.

Acrylics...
Non-reflective acrylic - used to
increase visibility in sunny
windows or to reduce the glare
from spot lighting.
Silicone - green edge, looks like
glass.
Sandblast effect - looks like
sandblasted glass and does not
show dust. Creates impressive
screens and background panels.
Coloured acrylic - solid colours
create ideal backgound panels.
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Acrylic pockets & poster holders
A wide range of pocket types and sizes are available to suit any display
requirement. Shown here are just some of the options available - if you
want a special size or shape, please call to discuss your requirements.

Easy access pockets

Jumbo pockets

Portrait and landscape pockets in
clear acrylic, available in a wide
range of sizes.
- designed to be used with
cable/rod systems or wall
mounted supports (WM09,
WM05-13 with WMS-2)

Double sided acrylic pocket
designed to take very large
posters. Made to order - please
call for details.

‘C’ shaped pockets
A poster display that has a
decorative back panel which can
be screen printed with logos or
text. Back panel can be supplied
straight or with decorative
‘ragged’ edge. Made to order
only - please call.

Easy access pockets
- portrait and landscape pockets in clear acrylic with polished edges
- available in a wide range of sizes

Portrait pockets
- A2, A1 and A0 are supplied with top clip as standard
- Sizes A5 and A4 are 2mm thick acrylic, all others are 3mm thick
Item
Code:

MA5PW
MA4PW
MA3PW
MA2PW
MA1PW
MA0PW
M5070PW
A2030PW
A3040PW

Size:

A5
A4
A3
A2
A1
A0 (2 part pocket)
500mm x 700mm
Crown (20" x 30")
Double Crown
(Quad) (30" x 40")

1.5mm & 3mm
Cable/Rod centre:

6mm
Rod centre:

10mm
Rod centre:

182mm
244mm
331mm
454mm
628mm
875mm
534mm
542mm
796mm

186mm
248mm
335mm
458mm
632mm
879mm
538mm
546mm
800mm

190mm
252mm
339mm
462mm
636mm
883mm
542mm
550mm
804mm

Landscape pockets

Spare top clips

- A2 and A1 are supplied with top clip as standard
- Sizes A5, A4 and A3 are 2mm thick acrylic, all others are 3mm thick

- for use with landscape and
portrait easy access pockets

Item
Code:

Size:

MA5LW
MA4LW
MA3LW
MA2LW
MA1LW

A5
A4
A3
A2
A1

1.5mm & 3mm
Cable/Rod centre:

6mm
Rod centre:

10mm
Rod centre:

244mm
331mm
454mm
628mm
875mm

248mm
335mm
458mm
632mm
879mm

252mm
339mm
462mm
636mm
883mm

Item Code:

MRC

Double and treble width pockets
- double and treble width A4 portrait pockets in 2mm thick clear acrylic
Item
Code:

Size:

M2A4PW
M3A4PW

A4 x 2 pockets
A4 x 3 pockets

1.5mm & 3mm
Cable/Rod centre:

6mm
Rod centre:

10mm
Rod centre:

466mm
688mm

470mm
692mm

474mm
696mm

- A3 landscape pocket to be used with M2A4PW above
Item
Code:

Size:

MA3LW-456

A3

1.5mm & 3mm
Cable/Rod centre:

6mm
Rod centre:

10mm
Rod centre:

466mm

470mm

474mm

Cable/rod centres shown refer to fixed position clamps only e.g. CG01, CG03(p16), CG01-3, CG03-3 (p27), RG01 (p30), RG01-10 (p34)

Acrylic pockets & poster holders
Top fixing pocket
Top fixing pockets
- designed to be suspended from
the top
- 3mm thick acrylic, supplied with
top clip
- use with KC2-CG05 (p14)
Item Code:

Size:

MA2HD
MA1HD

A2
A1

Pocket frames - for suspension on cables
Solid natural beech frames that attach directly to the cables, with no
additional fittings
- complete with U-shaped acrylic pockets
- all units double sided
- profile size: 22mm wide x 20mm deep
Item
Code:

Size:

WFA5
WFA4
WFA3
WFA2

A5
A4
A3
A2

1.5mm
Cable centres:

182mm
244mm
331mm
454mm

Wall mounted easy access pockets with holes
- to be mounted directly onto wall
- A5 and A4 pockets are 2mm thick acrylic, all other sizes are 3mm thick
- use with WM05-13, WM05L-20 (p9)

Portrait pockets with
holes

Landscape pockets
with holes

Item Code:

Size:

Item Code:

Size:

MA5PW-WM
MA4PW-WM
MA3PW-WM
MA2PW-WM
MA1PW-WM
MA0PW-WM

A5
A4
A3
A2
A1
A0

MA5LW-WM
MA4LW-WM
MA3LW-WM
MA2LW-WM
MA1LW-WM
MA0LW-WM

A5
A4
A3
A2
A1
A0

Wall mounted frameless acrylic poster holders
- two part pocket with a fixed back panel in foam board, which screws
directly to the wall. Hook-on acrylic front creates a frameless poster
display that is flat against the wall with no visible fixing
- no tools required to change the poster
Portrait
Item Code: Size:

Landscape
Item Code: Size:

AWPA4
AWPA3
AWPA2
AWPA1

AWPA4L
AWPA3L
AWPA2L

A4
A3
A2
A1

A4
A3
A2

PAPER SIZE CHECK: A5 =148 x 210mm A4 = 210 x 297mm A3 =297x 420mm A2 = 420 x 594mm A1 = 594 x 841mm A0 = 841 x 1188mm

Hook-on accessories

for use on wall-mounted rods

Hook-on easy access pockets
- pockets designed to be used
with horizontal rods. Just hook
on in desired position
- A5 and A4 pockets are 2mm
thich acrylic, all other sizes are
3mm thick

L-shaped support
To be used with wall-mounted
hook-on pockets, where WM11
supports have been used to fix
rods to the wall
- keeps pockets hanging vertically
- supplied with double
sided adhesive

Portrait
Item Code: Size:

HA5P
HA4P
HA3P
HA2P

A5
A4
A3
A2

Landscape
Item Code: Size:

HA5L
HA4L
HA3L
HA2L

A5
A4
A3
A2

Item Code:

- available in kit of 4 x A4 portrait
pockets, complete with 1m of
6mm diameter rod and wall fixings

HAS

Kit - 4 x A4 portrait pockets
Item Code: Size:

KHA4W Kit

4 x A4

Hook-on leaflet dispensers
- A4 portrait hook-on leaflet
dispenser. Just hook on in desired
position
- 3mm thick acrylic, 40mm
internal depth
- A4 sized as standard - other
sizes on request

KHA4D
- available in kit of 4 x A4 portrait
dispensers, complete with 1m of
6mm diameter rod and wall fixings

Item Code:

HA4D

A4

Kit - 4 x A4 portrait dispensers
Item Code: Size:

KHA4D

4 x A4

Hook-on sloping shelf with lip
- sloping shelves used with wallmounted horizontal rods
- 3mm thick acrylic, 40mm deep
lip
- supplied with triangular back
support
- ideal for displaying literature or
folded items
Kits
- available in kits of 4 x A4
portrait shelves or 2 x A3
landscape shelves, complete with
1m of 6mm diameter rod and
wall fixings

Portrait
Item Code: Size:

HA4S

A4

Landscape
Item Code: Size:

HA3S

A3

Kit - 4 x A4 portrait shelves
Item Code: Size:

KHA4S

4 x A4

Kit - 2 x A3 landscape shelves
Item Code: Size:

KHA3S

2 x A3

Fixing systems

WM11
(p29)

Hook-on wall mounted pockets/leaflet dispensers:
- fix to the wall with WM11 which will give a good solid fixing to any type of
wall. Use R1000P for single bays and R1500 for continuous runs
- projects centre of rod 24mm away from the wall. Use HAS to ensure display
hangs vertical
- fix WM11 support every 484mm on horizontal rod
Wall mounted supports for hook-on shelves:
- use P02 + RS03 when fixing hook-on shelves. This support fits closely to the
wall and allows the accessory to locate securely
- projects centre of rod 10mm away from the wall

P02 + RS03
(p29)

KHA4S

KHA3S

Leaflet dispensers

for use on cable/rod systems

A4 dispensers
- leaflet dispensers to take A4 portrait leaflets
- 3mm thick acrylic. 2 x A4 versions have 4mm acrylic backs
- depth of pocket 40mm
Single sided
Item
Code:
Size:

350mm

MA4D
ADLA2
ADLA1

Single A4
2 x A4
2 x A4

Double sided
Item
Code:
Size:

MA4DD
ADLA2-D
ADLA1-D

Single A4
2 x A4
2 x A4

1.5mm & 3mm
Cable/Rod centre:

6mm
Rod centre:

10mm
Rod centre:

244mm
454mm
628mm

248mm
458mm
632mm

252mm
462mm
636mm

1.5mm & 3mm
Cable/Rod centre:

6mm
Rod centre:

10mm
Rod centre:

244mm
454mm
628mm

248mm
458mm
632mm

252mm
462mm
636mm

2 x A4
overall
width A1
ADLA1

2 x A4
overall
width A2
ADLA2

Single A4
MA4D

A5 dispensers
- leaflet dispensers to take A5 portrait leaflets
- 4mm acrylic back panel, 3mm acrylic front section
- depth of pocket 40mm
260mm

Single sided
Item
Code:
Size:

ADMA2
ADMA1

2 x A5
overall width A2
ADMA2

2 x A5
3 x A5

Double sided
Item
Code:
Size:

ADMA2-D
ADMA1-D

2 x A5
3 x A5

1.5mm & 3mm
Cable/Rod centre:

6mm
Rod centre:

10mm
Rod centre:

454mm
628mm

458mm
632mm

462mm
636mm

1.5mm & 3mm
Cable/Rod centre:

6mm
Rod centre:

10mm
Rod centre:

454mm
628mm

458mm
632mm

462mm
636mm

3 x A5
overall width A1
ADMA1

DL (1/3rd A4) dispensers
- leaflet dispensers to take DL (1/3rd A4) portrait leaflets
- 4mm acrylic back panel, 3mm acrylic front section
- depth of pocket 40mm
260mm

Single sided
Item
Code:
Size:

ADSA2
ADSA1

4 x DL
overall width A2
ADSA2

4 x DL
5 x DL

Double sided
Item
Code:
Size:

ADSA2-D
ADSA1-D

4 x DL
5 x DL

1.5mm & 3mm
Cable/Rod centre:

6mm
Rod centre:

10mm
Rod centre:

454mm
628mm

458mm
632mm

462mm
636mm

1.5mm & 3mm
Cable/Rod centre:

6mm
Rod centre:

10mm
Rod centre:

454mm
628mm

458mm
632mm

462mm
636mm

5 x DL
overall width A1
ADSA1

- 3mm thick acrylic leaflet
dispensers designed to take a
variety of sizes
- with 40mm lip and triangular
back support
- special sizes available on
request

300mm

Angled leaflet dispensers

140mm
Item
Code:

Size:

ASA4P
ASA4L
ASA3L

A4 portrait
A4 landscape
A3 landscape

1.5mm & 3mm
Cable/Rod centre:

6mm
Rod centre:

10mm
Rod centre:

244mm
331mm
454mm

248mm
335mm
458mm

252mm
339mm
462mm

PAPER SIZE CHECK: A5 =148 x 210mm A4 = 210 x 297mm A3 =297x 420mm A2 = 420 x 594mm A1 = 594 x 841mm A0 = 841 x 1188mm

Acrylic accessories
Sloping shelves

For use on cable/rod systems
- acrylic shelf with lip at front
edge
- designed to be supported by
four cables or rods
- ideal for A4 leaflets/booklets
and product presentations
- shelf height 330mm with front
lip of 45mm
- choose from clear or silicon
acrylic
- shelves are 5mm thick

ALSA4

Item Code:

Size:

Finish:

ALSA4
ALSA4/S
ASAS3L
ASAS3L/S

A4
A4
A3 landscape
A3 landscape

Clear
Silicon
Clear
Silicon

Shelves have been designed to be
used with 150 mm spacing
between front and back
cable/rods. Use with multiposition supports - see pages 16,
21, 27, 30, 34.

ASAS3L

Freestanding/wall mounted leaflet dispensers
- injection moulded plastic
- units can be linked together
Item Code:

Size:

A34D/I
A5D/I
A4D/I

DL (1/3rd A4)
A5
A4

Dimensions (mm):

104w x 200h
155w x 200h
230w x 300h

A5D/I

A34D/I
A4D/I

Freestanding menu/leaflet holders

MA4PF

- single sided, 2mm thick acrylic
Item Code:

Size:

MA5PF
MA4PF

A5
A4

Dimensions (mm):

150w x 210h
210w x 300h

MA5PF

MA4PF-D

- Double sided, 2mm thick acrylic
Item Code:

Size:

MA5PF-D
MA4PF-D

A5
A4

Dimensions (mm):

148w x 220h
210w x 307h

MA5PF-D

Ask about other products in the range

Ultra Slim
Light Boxes

Freestanding

Info Post

Showcases

A Frames

Moving Displays

Low-voltage
Lighting

Hook on Displays

Signage Systems

BriteLite Signage Ltd
www.avdisplays.co.uk
Unit 1, Wallis Court, James Carter Road, Mildenhall, Suffolk, IP28 7DD
Tel: 01638 515149
Fax: 01638 515237
E-mail: info@avdisplays.co.uk

